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two different categories. From the point of view of German
interests, if the former was romantically patriotic the latter was
stupidly the reverse. How far Strescmann had definite knowledge
of these individual activities it is not possible to say. The present
weight of evidence is that he did not know the extent to which
illegality was officially countenanced, and such unconnected
details as he did know were viewed by him solely from the point
of view of their possible effect on his foreign policy's chances
of success. This is not to impugn his good faith; it was at least
arguable whether this or that detail did actually constitute a
breach of the treaty,* and whether, even if formally they were
not in harmony with its provisions,, they did not constitute
legitimate measures of national defence. Strescmann never seems
to have taken what reports were made to him, nor "revelations"
very seriously, and certainly took no heroic measures of investiga-
tion. His dismay when later Briand made them the excuse for
a period of non-co-operation was very genuine, but it was the
dismay not of the culprit caught, but of the friend wrongfully
accused, a dismay which is inexplicable if it did not rest on the
belief that Briand, for reasons of French policy, was treating as
fact that which he had no real ground for holding was fact. Yet
fact it was, and when, later on, the French were actively hindering
the carrying out of the policy of reconciliation, the impartial
student, however justly he may criticize French intransigence,
cannot but regard it as justificatory fact.
Of the whole treaty the territorial clauses were those which
—and rightly—aroused the bitterest resentment, and yet it is
just here that the "malevolence" of the Allies, if most apparent,
was least real. The territorial clauses marked a stage in a long
historical process, and if for that reason acquiescence in them
appeared impossible for Germany, acquiescence in any revision
of them appeared just as impossible for the beati possidentes^
it was indeed generally recognized that change would and could
* There Is an easy instance. By the treaty Germany was forbidden to possess
tanks3 one of the most valuable of the new offensive weapons of war. It is
certain that in 1927 she did not possess tanks. It is equally certain that she
did possess parts which could easily be assembled into tanks. There is nothing
whatever said about "parts" in the treaty. The chance for the casuist is obvious.

